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A well-known result of McCoy states that if A, B are n x n (complex) matrices 
then there exrsts a nonsingular matrix P such that P-IAP, P-IBP are both (upper) 
triangular if (and only if) p(A, B)[A, B] . is nilpotent for all polynomrals p(x, y) 
in the noncommuting variables x, y (Here [A, B] = AB - BA). In this paper, 
we show that d A has distinct ergenvalues, the above condition can be replaced 
by the simpler condition [q(A), B] mlpotent for all polynomrals 4. Our proof is 
mainly combmatorral 
We note that rf A has distinct ergenvalues then we may assume that A IS 
diagonal and then the condition [q(A), B] mlpotent for all polynomrals p is 
equivalent to the condition [D, B] mlpotent for all diagonal matrices D. This 
proves the equivalence of Theorems 1 and 2 below. 
THEOREM 1. Let A, B be complex n x n matrices and suppose that A has 
distinct eigenvalues. Then A, B are simulteneously triangularizable if (and only if) 
[q(A), B] is &potent fey all polynomials q. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be an n x n complex matrax such that [D? A] is &potent 
for all diagonal matrzces D. Then there ex&s a permutation matrix P such that 
P-IAP is triangular. 
We begin with two well-known results. We include then proofs for the sake 
of completeness. 
LEMMA 1. Let A = [,“; j, 21 be a block matrzx, where A, A, are square and 
A4 is nonsingular. Then 
IAl = l-41 I-%--&A,l. 
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LEMMA 2. Let A = (a3 be an n x n matrix. There exists a pmutation 
matrix P such that P-IAP is triangular if whenever Y 3 2 and i1 # i2 # -I # 
z, # il with 1 < i, < n then azlzzazzi3 *- a, 2 = 0. 9.1 
Proof. If ajl = 0 for allj > 1 the result follows by inductron. Suppose then 
a,, # 0 for somej > 1. Let 
J = (i # 1 ] there exists k >, 1 and ir = i # 2% # is # 1.. f zk = 1 
such that azlz%aza23 ---azkz, f 0). 
Then J # + and if J = (2,3,..., n> then our hypotheses imply a,, = 0 for all 
i > 1 and the result follows by induction (using the fact that conjugatmg by 
000 01 
000 10 
(I *- 
. . 
010 0 
81 0 0 
changes an upper triangular matrix into a lower triangular one). If J f {2,3, ., n>, 
we may assume without loss of generality hat J = (2,3,..., Y). 
LetL = (r + 1,. ,n>. Then aUv = 0 for all u, a wrth u EL, o E J The result 
now follows by induction. We now prove Theorem 2. 
Let x1 , x2 ,..., x be distinct commuting indeterminates and let 
D = diag[xr ,. ., x,J and X = [D, A]. 
Let A = (a,,). By Lemma 2, we must show that d Y 3 2 and 
il # iz # i3 # * * # i, # i1 with 1 < i, < n, 
then 
Assume then the theorem IS false and let Y be the least mteger for which there 
exists a sequence ir # iz # *- # i, # ir violating (1) We may assume wrthout 
loss of generality hat 
il = 1, iz = 2 ,..., 2, = r. 
We may also assume that az2 = 0 for all i. Suppose first hat Y is even. Then 
Trace (Xv) is a sum of terms of the form 
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We now assert that the coefficient of x,x, ‘. x, in Trace (Xr) is 2ra,,a,, . a,, . 
The coefficient of xlxz * x, in (x1 - xJ(xs - 3s) *** (q - x1) is 2 (smce r is 
even). Hence we must show that xrxs .** x, occurs (with nonzero coefficient) as a 
monomialm the expansion of (2) onlyrfj, =j, + 1,js =js + l,...,j, =jfV1 + 1, 
j, = j, + 1 (read mod r). If x,x, x, occurs as a monomral m (2), then 
til ,.-., jr> = u,2,..., r). Suppose without loss of generality that j, = 1. Then 
j, = 2 (since any other possrbihty contradicts the mmimality of Y) and then 
j, = 3, etc. Th is proves the assertion. However, since X is mlpotent, Trace 
(XT) = 0, and since distinct monomials in x, , xa ,..., x, are hnearly mdependent, 
we thus find q,a,, a++ = 0, a contradiction This proves * 
(I) r is odd. 
(We note that the argument of the last paragraph does not work if r is odd since 
xrxs . x, does not then occur as a monomial in (x1 - xs)(xs - xs) . . (xv - x1)). 
Suppose now that for some K # 1,2, alkalc2 # 0. Note that by the minimahty 
ofr,K${1,2, ..) Y) We assert that the coefficient of x,x, . . x,xL m the expansron 
of Trace (XT+l) is 2(r + 1) al,abza, e-1 a,., . To prove tha, it suffices to show 
that if x,x, * . x+xX, occurs with nonzero coefficient m 
then 
(h , jz ,..., j,,,) = (2, i + 1, i + 2 ,..., Y, 1, K, 2 ,..., i - 1) 
for some 1 < i < r or 
(A ,h ,-, jr+3 = (A, L.., r, 1). 
First, d x,x, *.* x,xlc occurs in the above product then (jr , j, , , jr,> = 
0, z..., P, /z} and thus we may assume that jr = 1. If j, # li, then js = 2, (by 
mmrmahty of r) and then if js # 3 then js 6 (1,2,..., r} (by minimahty of r) so 
js = k, and a,,&,, # 0, forcing Y = 2, a contradrction. Thus 1, # k rmphes 
that js = 3 But now j, = k for some m 3 4 and a,m3,+1 # 0 and j,,, > 3 
imphes that the nonzero product arkaL TX+1 *a* a,-l,a,l has fewer than r 
terms, contradicting the mmrmahty of Y Hence js = k. Now j3 = 2 or 3 (by 
the minimality of Y). But if js # 2, then 31 = 2 for some t > 3. However, 
a - 0, for all s # 3 in the range 1 4 s < r. This contradictron forcesj, = 2 2s - 
and now the assertron follows easily. 
Smce X 1s nilpotent, Trace (X’+l) = 0 and thus alka,,a,, * - a,, = 0, a 
contradiction. 
We thus have 
(11) ul,ak, = 0 for all k. 
More generally, using symmetry, we have 
(14 azlcalcztl = 0 for all k and 1 < z < r (where Y + 1 is read as 1). 
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We now specialize the x, by putting x, = 0 for i > r. We may write 
x=(f; $1 
where 
A, = 
0 a,,@1 - x2) 0 .., 0 
0 0 a,,(x, - x3) 0 - . 0 
0 . . . or-.1&r--1  xv-) 
%1(X, - Xl) 0 0 
(The mmimality of r forces the top left r x r submatrrx of X to have the given 
form.) Put at3 = a&, - x3>- 
Let B = BIB, Note that B IS r x r and that the (z’, j)element of B IS 
-kg1 
arkak3w3 (1 < i, j < Y). (31 
We now examine the form of the matrix B. 
First, atLab, = 0 if j - i > 2, since otherwise the product 
a12a2, -*- as-l zazkakTa$ 3fl - arl 
would be nonzero contradrcting the minimality of Y. Also atLab z+l = 0 using (iii). 
Similarly if i = r, azkak3 = 0 unless j = 2 and if z = Y - 1, a, kak3 = 0 unless 
j = 1. Thus B has the form 
B=- 
where A zi2 = h, L+2xzx,+2 (indices read mod r) and b, %+a is a complex number. 
The nilpotency of X implies (by Lemma 1) the nilpotency of (3 6) and thus 
that the determinant 
I A, + xl I B xl = I x”. 
Hence, by Lemma 1, we have 
(iv) Y = det(x21 + &!, - B) = x2r. 
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We now examine the determinant Y m detail. 
We begin with 
(v) The “coefficrent” of j31s& in the expansion of Y IS &5/3~6 *a ,!3?a .
By definitron, 
x2 X%2 Pl3 0 . . . 0 
0 X2 X%3 /324 -0 **- 0 
Y= 6 
BfYll 0 -** . 0 X%-2+1 x2 A--BP. 
W--l, 
X% P *- r2 0 X2 
Deletmg rows 1, 2 and columns 3, 4, we get 
0 0 /?35 0 *-- 0 
0 0 x0145 pd6 0 *** 0 
x2. . 
0 : x2 '%-2,-l b--BP 
This proves (v). 
By symmetry, we have 
X2 “%-a- 
0 X2 
. . . 0 
0 
0 
x2 wr-2%1 A-2T 
(VI) The only term in the expansion of Y mvolving the product/J% 2+2/3z+1 %+a 
is ,!?13j?2&3, ,& (1 < z < Y, indices read mod Y) 
We now prove 
(vii) The coefficrent of x? m the expansion of Y is a sum of terms of the 
form 
zl%l,z~,zz3 ** * %Kal a (5) 
where 1 < & < i2 < . - < zk < r and where x~,~,+~ = cy2,,,+r o /32,z1+2 (where 
Y + 1, Y + 2 are read as 1,2, respectrvely). 
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Furthermore no two successrve z’s are /3’s 
By demntion Y 1s a sum of terms of the form &u,u, .* u, , where u, rs m row i 
and ul, ua, .,7 u, belong to drstmct columns of Y. Suppose that z+z+ * . u, have 
been chosen with urua * * U, # 0, and that we wish to complete this to a nonzero 
term u1 ... u, of Y involvmg xT. If u, = ,& %+a , we cannot take tic+1 = xol,+r ztZ 
and thus we must pick u,+~ = x2 or u,+~ = pI+1 %+a . However, by (vi) we cannot 
prck u,+r = /3,+r $+a (since we want a term of Y involving 3’). Thus if U, = & zrZ 
we must pick u,+~ = x2. If u, = ~2 and u,-~ = &-r 2+1 we cannot prck u,+r = zz, 
so we must prck u,+r = xoc,,~ z+2 or u,+r = /3z+1 zf3 . If u, = x2 and u,-~ # /3$-r %+r 
then u,-r = x2. If U, = xol, %+r then u,+r = ~a~+r zi2 or u,+~ = ,@,+r %+s . Also, 
if u,-r = U, = ~2 then counting degrees and using the fact that we cannot choose 
two successive U’S to be p’s, the resultmg term uluz 0. u, of Y will have degree 
greater than Y (m x). This forces z+u, . u, to be of the form (5). It also proves that 
in (5), i, = 1 or 2. 
(v&j Suppose that Pr2 = 0. Then the coefficient of x~x,~x, ..- x, In the 
expansion of Y is -q2u2s .. a,, . 
By (vn) it is sufficient o prove that the only term in the expansion of Y of the 
form (5) which involves the monomial x22x3 . X, 1s tir2az3 * olrl m
Suppose then that x22~3 . x, is mvolved in the product 
If ir # 1, then i1 = 2, and since x,82,+1 does not involve xL for s > 1 (using 
b,, = 0) we cannot get a monomial involving x22. Thus zr = 1. Then i2 = 2 
since &a involves X, and xzlRz .* ,qkzl 1s not a multiple of x4 . So x,~,~ = a12 * 
Next suppose that .qzz3 # c+ . Then zz228 = p24 and xpszq = ti46 or ,&a . But now 
the product x;~,~z,~~, se* zzazl does not involve the symbol x3 at all. This contra- 
diction forces ,qezs = +a. Proceeding by induction and notmg p12 = 0, we get 
(vili). 
Smce Y = x~~, b,,b,, b,, = 0 and without loss of generality, b,, = 0. But 
(viii) now forces ur2a2, . a, = 0, giving a final contradrction. 
It 1s easy to construct examples to show that Theorem 1 fails if A does not have 
distinct eigenvalues For example, rf 
then Aa = A, [A, Ej 1s nilpotent but (ABA + I -t- B) [A, B] is not nilpotent, 
so A, B are not simultaneously triangularizable 
For small matrices, we have the following: 
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PROPOSITION 1. If A, B are 2 x 2, OY 3 x 3 complex matrices and [p(A), B] 
zs nilpotent for all polynomials p then A, B are simultaneously triangularizable 
except posszbly when A, B are 3 x 3 and A has minimalpolynomial (x - a)(x - /3) 
for some 01, /3. 
Proof. If A, B are 2 x 2, the result 1s trivial. 
Suppose A, B are 3 x 3. If A is diagonalizable, w  may assume, using 
Theorem 1, that 
But then [A, B] nilpotent does not imply B2[A, B] nilpotent. 
Suppose now that A 1s not dragonahzable. We may assume that A is in 
Jordan canonical form. If A 1s of the form 
the result follows from the next proposition Suppose then that 
If p = a? then we may assume that a! = 0 and the condition [A, B] nilpotent 
just implies that b12 = 0 and the condition [p(A), B] nilpotent for all poly- 
nom&p just means [A, B] nilpotent. Also [A, B2] IS not mlpotent if b13ba2 # 0. 
This shows that rf A has minimal polynomral (LY - a)” one can construct matrices 
B such that [A, B] is mlpotent but such that A, B are not simultaneously 
triangularrzable. 
It thus remains to consider the case 
a #P. 
We may assume that ol = 0. Using the fact that 
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and 
are mlpotent we get bra = bl&al + b,,b,, = 0. Smce 
IS nilpotent for all y we get b&s = 0. Suppose b,, # 0. Then bsr = b,, = 0, so 
U-IAU, FBU are both (upper) trrangular, where 
u= ( 0 1 0 1 00 0 0. i 1 
If b,, = 0 and b,, = 0, then A, B are already lower triangular. Finally, suppose 
that 4s = 0 and bs2 = 0 Then V-lAV, V-lBV are both (lower) triangular, 
where 
100 
v= ( 1 0 0 1 . 
0 1 0 
We now prove: 
PROPOSITION 2 Let A = (a,), where a, z--1 = 1, az3 = 0 othemise be the 
Jordan block corresponding to x 12. If B zs an n x n matrix such that [AZ, B] is 
nilpotent for i = I, 2,..., n - 1 then B zs lower triangular. 
Proof. Let B = (blJ. From [A*-l, B] nilpotent we get b,, = 0. Proceeding 
by mduction, assume that we have shown that for all i >, 1, for all j > k -/- i, 
b,, = 0. Then [Ak--l, B] is a lower trianguIar matrix and its nilpotency implies 
b,, = b,,,l = ..a = b,, = 0. This completes the proof. 
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